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12.1 The Geometry of Linear 
Programming
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• Understand how to create a model.

• Be able to use a model to generate a region.

• Learn how to use a region and its corner points 
to solve a problem

Objectives
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The Geometry of Linear Programming

A typical linear programming problem:

A craftsman produces two products: coffee tables and end 
tables. Production of one coffee table requires 6 hours of his 
labor, and the materials cost him $200. Production of one end 
table requires 5 hours of labor, and the materials cost him 
$100.

The craftsman wants to work no more than 40 hours each 
week, and his financial resources allow him to pay no more 
than $1,000 for materials each week.

If he can sell as many tables as he can make and if his profit 
is $240 per coffee table and $160 per end table, how many 
coffee tables and how many end tables should he make each 
week to maximize weekly profit?
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The Geometry of Linear Programming

Any linear programming problem has three features: 
variables, an objective, and constraints. In the problem 
above, the variables (quantities that can vary) are:

• The number of coffee tables made each week
• The number of end tables made each week
• The number of hours the craftsman works each week
• The amount of money he spends on materials each week
• The weekly profit
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The Geometry of Linear Programming

Any linear programming problem has three features: 
variables, an objective, and constraints. In the problem 
above, the variables (quantities that can vary) are:

• The number of coffee tables made each week
• The number of end tables made each week
• The number of hours the craftsman works each week
• The amount of money he spends on materials each week
• The weekly profit

The last 3 variables depend on the first two, they are called the 
dependent variables, and the first 2 are called the independent 
variables.
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The Geometry of Linear Programming

Any linear programming problem has three features: 
variables, an objective, and constraints. In the problem 
above, the variables (quantities that can vary) are:

• The number of coffee tables made each week
• The number of end tables made each week
• The number of hours the craftsman works each week
• The amount of money he spends on materials each week
• The weekly profit

The craftsman’s objective is to maximize profit. 

The objective function is a function that mathematically describes 
the profit.
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The Geometry of Linear Programming

Any linear programming problem has three features: 
variables, an objective, and constraints. In the problem 
above, the variables (quantities that can vary) are:

• The number of coffee tables made each week
• The number of end tables made each week
• The number of hours the craftsman works each week
• The amount of money he spends on materials each week
• The weekly profit

The constraints (restrictions) are as follows:
•  The craftsman’s weekly hours ≤ 40
•  The craftsman’s weekly expenses ≤ $1,000
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The Geometry of Linear Programming

Any linear programming problem has three features: 
variables, an objective, and constraints. In the problem 
above, the variables (quantities that can vary) are:

• The number of coffee tables made each week
• The number of end tables made each week
• The number of hours the craftsman works each week
• The amount of money he spends on materials each week
• The weekly profit

The constraints (restrictions) are as follows:
•  The craftsman’s weekly hours ≤ 40
•  The craftsman’s weekly expenses ≤ $1,000

These constraints form a system of inequalities. 
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The Geometry of Linear Programming

The constraints effect the craftsman’s profit.

To analyze this effect we must graph the system of 
inequalities they “create”. 

The resulting graph is called the region of possible 
solutions, because it contains all the points that could 
possibly solve the craftsman’s problem.
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Creating a Model
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Creating a Model

A model is a mathematical description of a real-world 
situation.

Let’s discuss how to model a linear programming problem, 
i.e. how to translate it into mathematical terms, and how to 
find and graph the region of possible solutions. 

Later we discuss how to analyze the effect of the 
constraints on the objective and solve the problem.
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Example 1 – Creating a Linear Programming Problem’s Model and 
        Graphing its Region of Possible Solutions

A craftsman produces two products: coffee tables and end 
tables. 

Data for Example 1.
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Example 1 – Creating a Linear Programming Problem’s Model and 
        Graphing its Region of Possible Solutions

A craftsman produces two products: coffee tables and end 
tables. 

Data for Example 1.

The constraints (restrictions) are as follows:
•  The craftsman’s weekly hours ≤ 40 hours
•  The craftsman’s weekly expenses ≤ $1,000

The craftsman’s objective is to maximize the profit.

We want to:
a. Create the problem’s model.
b. Graph its region of possible solutions.
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Example 1 – Creating a Linear Programming Problem’s Model and 
        Graphing its Region of Possible Solutions

A craftsman produces two products: coffee tables and end 
tables. 

Data for Example 1.

The constraints (restrictions) are as follows:
•  The craftsman’s weekly hours ≤ 40 hours
•  The craftsman’s weekly expenses ≤ $1,000

The independent variables:              
x = number of coffee tables made each week
y = number of end tables made each week
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Example 1 – Creating a Linear Programming Problem’s Model and 
        Graphing its Region of Possible Solutions

A craftsman produces two products: coffee tables and end 
tables. 

Data for Example 1.

The constraints (restrictions) are as follows:
•  The craftsman’s weekly hours ≤ 40 hours
•  The craftsman’s weekly expenses ≤ $1,000

The independent variables:              
x = number of coffee tables made each week
y = number of end tables made each week
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Example 1 – Creating a Linear Programming Problem’s Model and 
        Graphing its Region of Possible Solutions

A craftsman produces two products: coffee tables and end 
tables. 

Data for Example 1.

The constraints (restrictions) are as follows:
•  The craftsman’s weekly hours ≤ 40 hours
•  The craftsman’s weekly expenses ≤ $1,000

The independent variables:              
x = number of coffee tables made each week
y = number of end tables made each week

6⋅x+5⋅y≤40
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Example 1 – Creating a Linear Programming Problem’s Model and 
        Graphing its Region of Possible Solutions

A craftsman produces two products: coffee tables and end 
tables. 

Data for Example 1.

The constraints (restrictions) are as follows:
•  The craftsman’s weekly hours ≤ 40 hours
•  The craftsman’s weekly expenses ≤ $1,000

The independent variables:              
x = number of coffee tables made each week
y = number of end tables made each week

6⋅x+5⋅y≤40
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Example 1 – Creating a Linear Programming Problem’s Model and 
        Graphing its Region of Possible Solutions

A craftsman produces two products: coffee tables and end 
tables. 

Data for Example 1.

The constraints (restrictions) are as follows:
•  The craftsman’s weekly hours ≤ 40 hours
•  The craftsman’s weekly expenses ≤ $1,000

The independent variables:              
x = number of coffee tables made each week
y = number of end tables made each week

200⋅x+100⋅y≤1000

6⋅x+5⋅y≤40
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Example 1 – Creating a Linear Programming Problem’s Model and 
        Graphing its Region of Possible Solutions

A craftsman produces two products: coffee tables and end 
tables. 

Data for Example 1.

The constraints (restrictions) are as follows:
•  The craftsman’s weekly hours ≤ 40 hours
•  The craftsman’s weekly expenses ≤ $1,000

The independent variables:              
x = number of coffee tables made each week
y = number of end tables made each week
In addition, x  0 and y  0!

200⋅x+100⋅y≤1000

6⋅x+5⋅y≤40
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Example 1(a) – Solution

Our constraints are

 

  

                                               x  0 and y  0

What about the profit? The objective is maximize it!

Let z = profit. 

We built the model, or mathematical description, of the problem.

cont’d

the money constraint

the time constraint6⋅x+5⋅y≤40

200⋅x+100⋅y≤1000

z=240⋅x+160⋅y
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Example 1(a) – Solution

Independent Variables

x =  number of coffee tables

y =  number of end tables

Constraints

             6x + 5y  40
         

200x + 100y  1,000
                     

                 x  0     and      y  0

Objective Function

              z = 240x + 160y

cont’d

the time constraint

the money constraint

z measures profit
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Example 1(a) – Solution

Independent Variables

x =  number of coffee tables

y =  number of end tables

Constraints

             6x + 5y  40
         

200x + 100y  1,000
                     

                 x  0     and      y  0

Objective Function

              z = 240x + 160y

cont’d

the time constraint

the money constraint

z measures profit

100 100
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Example 1(a) – Solution

Independent Variables

x =  number of coffee tables

y =  number of end tables

Constraints

             6x + 5y  40
         

2x + y  10
                     

                 x  0     and      y  0

Objective Function

              z = 240x + 160y

cont’d

the time constraint

the money constraint

z measures profit
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Example 1(b) – Solution

Graph the region of possible solutions. With the aid of the 
chart below, we can graph the two inequalities on the same 
axes.

cont’d

Getting ready to graph the region of possible solutions.
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Example 1 – Solution

The last two constraints tell us that the region of possible 
solutions is in the first quadrant. The region of possible 
solutions is shown in Figure 12.23.

cont’d

The region of possible solutions.
Figure 12.23
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Analyzing the Graph
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Analyzing the Graph

Let us consider the problem of the optimization of the profit 
of craftsman subject to his constraints. 

The region of possible solutions.
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Analyzing the Graph

By inspecting the graph, we can see that (2, 1), (3, 2), (0,8), 
(5,0), (4,2) are clearly in the system’s region of solutions. That 
means that each point should satisfy all of the constraints.

The region of possible solutions.

Independent Variables
x =  number of coffee tables
y =  number of end tables

Constraints:
6x + 5y  40
2x + y  10    
x  0     and      y  0

Objective Function
z = 240x + 160y
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Analyzing the Graph

(2, 1), (3, 2), (0,8), (5,0), (4,2) are clearly in the system’s region 
of solutions. 

The region of possible solutions.

Each of these points represents a 
possible solution to the craftsman’s 
problem, because each satisfies the 
time constraint and the money 
constraint. 
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Analyzing the Graph

(2, 1), (3, 2), (0,8), (5,0), (4,2) are clearly in the system’s region 
of solutions. 

The region of possible solutions.

Each of these points represents a 
possible solution to the craftsman’s 
problem, because each satisfies the 
time constraint and the money 
constraint. 
Let’s check the profit of making 2 
coffee tables and 1 end table (2,1):
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Analyzing the Graph

(2, 1), (3, 2), (0,8), (5,0), (4,2) are clearly in the system’s region 
of solutions. 

The region of possible solutions.

Each of these points represents a 
possible solution to the craftsman’s 
problem, because each satisfies the 
time constraint and the money 
constraint. 
Let’s check the profit of making 2 
coffee tables and 1 end table (2,1):
z = 240x + 160y 
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Analyzing the Graph

(2, 1), (3, 2), (0,8), (5,0), (4,2) are clearly in the system’s region 
of solutions. 

The region of possible solutions.

Each of these points represents a 
possible solution to the craftsman’s 
problem, because each satisfies the 
time constraint and the money 
constraint. 
Let’s check the profit of making 2 
coffee tables and 1 end table (2,1):
z = 240x + 160y = 
   = 240  2 + 160  1 = 640 ($)
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Analyzing the Graph

(2, 1), (3, 2), (0,8), (5,0), (4,2) are clearly in the system’s region 
of solutions. 

The region of possible solutions.

Each of these points represents a 
possible solution to the craftsman’s 
problem, because each satisfies the 
time constraint and the money 
constraint. 
Let’s check the profit of making 2 
coffee tables and 1 end table (2,1):
z = 240x + 160y = 
   = 240  2 + 160  1 = 640 ($)
How about 3 coffee tables and 2 end 
tables?
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Analyzing the Graph

(2, 1), (3, 2), (0,8), (5,0), (4,2) are clearly in the system’s region 
of solutions. 

The region of possible solutions.

Each of these points represents a 
possible solution to the craftsman’s 
problem, because each satisfies the 
time constraint and the money 
constraint. 
Let’s check the profit of making 2 
coffee tables and 1 end table (2,1):
z = 240x + 160y = 
   = 240  2 + 160  1 = 640 ($)
How about 3 coffee tables and 2 end 
tables?
Z = 240  3 + 160  2 = 1040 ($)
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Analyzing the Graph

If he makes 3 coffee tables and 2 end tables each week, he 
will use 28 hours, spend $800, and profit $1,040. 

Each of these points represents a possible solution to the 
craftsman’s problem, because each satisfies the time 
constraint and the money constraint. 

Neither represents the actual solution, because neither 
maximizes his profit; he has both money and time left over, 
so he should be able to increase his profit by building more 
tables. 
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Analyzing the Graph

This is why the region in Figure 12.23 is called the region 
of possible solutions.

Figure 12.23

The region of possible solutions.
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Analyzing the Graph

There are quite a few points on the boundary—too many to 
find and substitute into the equation for profit.    Fortunately, 
the Corner Principle comes to our rescue.
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Analyzing the Graph

Our region is a bounded region, so the Corner Principle 
applies. The region has four corner points:
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Analyzing the Graph

• P1 at the origin

• P2 where                         intersects the y-axis

• P3 where                         intersects y = –2x + 10

• P4 where y = –2x + 10 intersects the x-axis

We can find each of these points by solving a system of 
equations. For example, P3 can be found by solving the 
following system:
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Analyzing the Graph

P4 can be found by solving the following system:

                              y = –2x + 10

                              y = 0

The corner points, shown in Figure 12.25 are as follows:

                  P1 (0, 0)

                  P2 (0, 8)

                  P4 (5, 0)

the x-axis

Figure 12.25

The region of possible solutions and its
               corner points.
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Analyzing the Graph

Our region is a bounded region, so the Corner Principle 
applies. The region has four corner points:

z = 240x + 160y
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Analyzing the Graph

Our region is a bounded region, so the Corner Principle 
applies. The region has four corner points:

for P1(0,0), the profit is

for P2(0,8), the profit is

for P3(2.5,5)the profit is
 

for P4(5,0), the profit is

z = 240x + 160y
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Analyzing the Graph

Our region is a bounded region, so the Corner Principle 
applies. The region has four corner points:

for P1(0,0), the profit is
z = 240  0 + 160  0 = $0 

for P2(0,8), the profit is 
z = 240  0 + 160  8 = $1280

for P3(2.5,5)the profit is
z = 240  2.5 + 160  5 = $1400 

for P4(5,0), the profit is
z = 240  5 + 160  0 = $1200

z = 240x + 160y
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Analyzing the Graph

Our region is a bounded region, so the Corner Principle 
applies. The region has four corner points:

for P1(0,0), the profit is
z = 240  0 + 160  0 = $0 

for P2(0,8), the profit is 
z = 240  0 + 160  8 = $1280

for P3(2.5,5)the profit is
z = 240  2.5 + 160  5 = $1400 

for P4(5,0), the profit is
z = 240  5 + 160  0 = $1200

z = 240x + 160y

The highest profit, $1,400, occurs at               .P3(52 ,5)
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Analyzing the Graph

The craftsman will maximize his profit if he makes     coffee 
tables and 5 end tables each week (finishing that third 
coffee table during the next week), working his entire 40 
hours per week and spending his entire $1,000 per week 
on materials.
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Some Graphing Tips
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Some Graphing Tips

In solving a linear programming problem, an accurate graph of 
the region of possible solutions is important. A less-than-
accurate graph can be the source of errors and frustration. 

If you are graphing without the aid of technology, you can avoid 
some difficulty by following these recommendations:

• Find the x-intercept of each line and use it (as well as the 
slope and y-intercept) to graph the line.

• Use graph paper and a straightedge.

• Use your graph to check your corner point computations —the 
computed location of a corner point should fit with the graph.
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Linear Programming Steps
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Example 2 – Solving a Linear Programming Problem 

Pete’s Coffees sells two blends of coffee beans, Rich Blend 
and Hawaiian Blend. Rich Blend is one-half Colombian 
beans and one-half Kona beans, and Hawaiian Blend is 
one–quarter Colombian beans and three-quarters Kona 
beans. 

Profit on the Rich Blend is $2 per pound, while profit on the 
Hawaiian Blend is $3 per pound. Each day, the shop can 
obtain 200 pounds of Colombian beans and 60 pounds of 
Kona beans, and it uses that coffee only in the two blends.

If the shop can sell all that it makes, how many pounds of 
Rich Blend and of Hawaiian Blend should Pete’s Coffees 
prepare each day to maximize profit?
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 1: List the independent variables. 
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 1: List the independent variables. The variables are   
             as follows:

    • The amount of Rich Blend to be prepared each day

    • The amount of Hawaiian Blend to be prepared each day

    • The daily profit

       

       Profit depends on the amount of the two blends
             prepared, so profit is the dependent variable, and
             the amounts of Rich Blend and Hawaiian Blend are
             the independent variables. 
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 1: List the independent variables. The variables are   
             as follows:

    • The amount of Rich Blend to be prepared each day (x, in lb)

    • The amount of Hawaiian Blend to be prepared each day (y)

    • The daily profit

       

       Profit depends on the amount of the two blends
             prepared, so profit is the dependent variable, and
             the amounts of Rich Blend and Hawaiian Blend are
             the independent variables. 
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 2: List the constraints and translate them into linear     
             inequalities. 

The constraints/restrictions, are:     
    200 pounds of Colombian beans are available each day 
and only 60 pounds of Kona beans.

In the blends, no more than the amount available can be 
used. 

cont’d
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 2: List the constraints and translate them into linear     
             inequalities. 

The constraints/restrictions, are:     
    200 pounds of Colombian beans are available each day 
and only 60 pounds of Kona beans.

In the blends, no more than the amount available can be 
used. 

Blends:

Rich Blend:     Colombian beans and        Kona beans, 

Hawaiian Blend:    Colombian beans and      Kona beans

cont’d

1
2

1
21

4
3
4
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 2: List the constraints and translate them into linear     
             inequalities. 

The constraints/restrictions, are:     
    Colombian beans:   200 pounds   
    Kona beans:  60 pounds.

Blends:

Rich Blend:     Colombian beans and        Kona beans, 

Hawaiian Blend:    Colombian beans and      Kona beans

cont’d

1
2

1
21

4
3
4
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 2: List the constraints and translate them into linear     
             inequalities. 

The constraints/restrictions, are:     
    Colombian beans:   200 pounds   
    Kona beans:  60 pounds.

Blends:

Rich Blend:     Colombian beans and        Kona beans, 

Hawaiian Blend:    Colombian beans and      Kona beans

cont’d

1
2

1
21

4
3
4
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 2: List the constraints and translate them into linear     
             inequalities. 

The constraints/restrictions, are:     
    Colombian beans:   200 pounds   
    Kona beans:  60 pounds.

Blends:

Rich Blend:     Colombian beans and        Kona beans, 

Hawaiian Blend:    Colombian beans and      Kona beans

cont’d

1
2

1
21

4
3
4

1
2
x+ 1
4
y≤200
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 2: List the constraints and translate them into linear     
             inequalities. 

The constraints/restrictions, are:     
    Colombian beans:   200 pounds   
    Kona beans:  60 pounds.

Blends:

Rich Blend:     Colombian beans and        Kona beans, 

Hawaiian Blend:    Colombian beans and      Kona beans

cont’d

1
2

1
21

4
3
4

1
2
x+ 1
4
y≤200

1
2
x+ 3
4
y≤60
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 2: List the constraints and translate them into linear     
             inequalities. 

The constraints/restrictions, are:     
    Colombian beans:   200 pounds   
    Kona beans:  60 pounds.

Blends:

Rich Blend:     Colombian beans and        Kona beans, 

Hawaiian Blend:    Colombian beans and      Kona beans

cont’d

1
2

1
21

4
3
4

1
2
x+ 1
4
y≤200

1
2
x+ 3
4
y≤60
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 2: List the constraints and translate them into linear     
             inequalities. 

The constraints/restrictions, are:     
    Colombian beans:   200 pounds   
    Kona beans:  60 pounds.

Blends:

Rich Blend:     Colombian beans and        Kona beans, 

Hawaiian Blend:    Colombian beans and      Kona beans

Also, x and y count things (pounds of coffee), 

so neither can be negative: x  0 and  y  0

cont’d

1
2

1
21

4
3
4

1
2
x+ 1
4
y≤200

1
2
x+ 3
4
y≤60
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Example 2 – Solution

There is another implied constraint in this problem:  
      Pete’s sells its coffee in 1-pound bags, so x and y must 
      be whole numbers. 

Special methods are available for handling such constraints, 
but these methods are beyond the scope of this class. 

We will ignore such constraints and accept fractional answers 
should they occur.

cont’d
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 3: Find the objective and translate it into a linear   
             equation. 

cont’d
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 3: Find the objective and translate it into a linear   
             equation. The objective is to maximize profit. 

  
             let z = profit, then 

       z = (Rich Blend profit) + (Hawaiian Blend profit)
               

          = ($2 per pound) (pounds of Rich Blend) +        
                      ($3  per pound) (pounds of Hawaiian Blend)
               

          = 2x + 3y

cont’d
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Example 2 – Solution

Steps 1 through 3 yield the mathematical model:

Independent Variables:

    x = pounds of Rich Blend to be prepared each day

    y = pounds of Hawaiian Blend to be prepared each day

Constraints:

                             x  0 and y  0 

Objective Function:      z = 2x + 3y   z measures profit

cont’d

the Colombian bean constraint

the Kona bean constraint
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 4: Graph the region of possible solutions. 

The table below can help you if you don’t have a graphing 
calculator.

     

cont’d

Getting ready to graph the region of possible solutions.
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Example 2 – Solution

The region of possible solutions is shown in picture below. 
It is a bounded region. 

cont’d

The region of possible solutions.
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Example 2 – Solution

The region of possible solutions is shown in picture below. 
It is a bounded region. 

Notice that y = –2x + 800 is not a boundary 
of the region of possible solutions; if we 
were not given the first constraint, we 
would have the same region of possible 
solutions.

That constraint, which describes 
the limited amount of Colombian beans 
available to Pete’s Coffees, is not really a 
limitation.

cont’d

The region of possible solutions.
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 5: Find all corner points and the z-values associated
       with these points. 

cont’d
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 5 comment: Clearly, P1 = (0, 0). 

P2 is the y-intercept of   y =         + 80. P2 is (0, 80). 

P3 is the x-intercept of y =        + 80,

             solve the system  0 =        + 80, find P3 as (120, 0).

cont’d
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 6: Find the maximum. The result of substituting the   
             corner points into the objective function 
             z = 2x + 3y :

cont’d

Finding the maximum.
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 6: Find the maximum. The result of substituting the   
             corner points into the objective function 
             z = 2x + 3y :

cont’d

Finding the maximum.
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 6: Find the maximum. The result of substituting the   
             corner points into the objective function 
             z = 2x + 3y :

cont’d

Finding the maximum.

The two corner points P2 and P3 give 
the same maximum value, z = 240. 
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Example 2 – Solution

Step 6: Find the maximum. The result of substituting the   
             corner points into the objective function 
             z = 2x + 3y :

cont’d

Finding the maximum.

The two corner points P2 and P3 give 
the same maximum value, z = 240. 
Thus, the maximum occurs at P2 and 
P3 and at all points between them 
on the boundary line y =        + 80
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Example 2 – Solution

This line includes points such as (30, 60), (60,40), and 
(90, 20). We can find points like these by substituting 
appropriate values of x in the equation. The meaning of
these points is given in Figure 12.33. 

cont’d

Figure 12.33

Interpreting some typical boundary line maximums.
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Example 2 – Solution

Pete’s Coffees can choose to produce its Rich Blend and 
Hawaiian Blend in any of the amounts given in Figure 
12.33 (or any other amount given by a point on the line).

 Because each of these choices will maximize Pete’s profit 
at $240 per day, the choice must be made using criteria 
other than profit. 

Perhaps the Hawaiian Blend tends to sell out earlier in the 
day than the Rich Blend. In this case, Pete’s might choose 
to produce 30 pounds of Rich Blend and 60 pounds of 
Hawaiian Blend.

cont’d
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